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4dBarn in World Dairy Expo 2019 
 

Finnish 4dBarn Oy is a leading independent consultant company offering unique robot barn 
functional design, coaching, and troubleshooting for dairy farms. Our mission is to coach the farmer 
to help them to design a barn which suits their goals and management. Each layout is designed 
around the unique management style of the producer. 
4dBarn emphasizes animal health, welfare, and comfort, good management, and labor efficiency in 
our designs. Our consultation services focus on optimizing labor efficiency through barn design, 
cow traffic systems, and gate placement. 
 
4dBarn has made field surveys following and timing the morning tasks in robot barns. Our 
international database has over 60 barns and shows a huge variation in labor efficiency between 
farms, from 300 to 2070 lbs (140 to 940 litres) of milk/ labor hour. Those figures show, that there is 
a lot of potential to improve barn design. Having an automatic milking system (AMS) in a barn 
doesn’t always make it labor efficient or guarantee good milk production.  
 
4dBarn thinks of the AMS barn as a tool for milk production. The most important points in 
designing a functional tool is to ensure cow comfort and fluent cow flow together with good and 
efficient working routines. As with any tool, proper usage is the key goal. We know how an efficient 
robotic barn works and help our customers to get a perfect tool for their needs. 
 
4dBarn design concept can be adapted to any size of farms and we do functional design for new 
barns as well as integrating ASM into existing barns to convert them into robotic milking barns. 
Many of our projects are in Scandinavia, but we work globally.  
 
4dBarn held a two-day AMS workshop together with Dairyland Initiative at the University of 
Wisconsin – Madison one year ago and again last week. We are recognized to have the latest 
knowledge of implementing the best practices of labor efficiency, animal welfare, and cow comfort 
and health in robotic barns.  
 
Knowledge Nook Session on Tuesday 12.30 pm 
Labor Management and Animal Welfare: Are Milking Robots Part of the Solution? 
Labor savings and management is a primary reason that dairy farmers are looking to change from 
conventional milking systems to automatic milking systems (AMS). Consumer demand for higher 
standards in animal welfare is also impacting new dairy barn designs. Making informed decisions in 
the design phase of an AMS barn can create a comfortable environment for the cow with minimal 
human interaction to address animal welfare. Proper design can also allow dairy farmers to achieve 
the anticipated labor efficiency they desire. This allows for AMS facilities to be labor efficient and 
cow friendly. 
Speakers:  
Jouni Pitkäranta M.Sc. (Architecture) is a founder and chairman of the board in 4dBarn, a global 
leader in AMS facility design. He graduated from the Helsinki University of Technology in 2006. 
Before starting 4dBarn, Jouni worked on his own as a dairy barn designer and has designed 
approximately 700 dairy barns. At 4dBarn, Jouni uses his architectural skills to create work efficient 
layouts and gate design to improve labor efficiency and cow comfort. 
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Virpi Kurkela, DVM, is a veterinary specialist at 4dBarn. Upon graduation in 1999, Virpi worked as a 
practicing veterinarian in a large animal practice and as a consulting veterinarian for dairy farms in 
a rural advisory organization.  At 4dBarn Virpi focuses on AMS designs to ensure excellent animal 
health and welfare for good production and efficient working routines for the animal care 
providers. She has an abundance of post-graduate education and experience, especially in udder 
health management and influence of barn environment and design on health and production of 
dairy cows, calves and heifers. 
 
 
4dBarn, EH 6303 
 
 

Contact:  

CEO Virpi Huotari  

Email: virpi.huotari@4dbarn.com 

Tel. +358 400786933   

Jouni Pitkäranta, M.Sc. (Archit.) is a founder and chairman of the board 
jouni.pitkaranta@4barn.com 
Tel. +359 400 166 058 
 

Virpi Kurkela, DVM 

virpi.kurkela@4dbarn.com 

Tel. +358 40 519 2283 

 

USA Contact since 1st Oct 2019: 

David W. Kammel 

david.kammel@4dbarn.com 

Tel. +1 608 212 9901 

 
www.4dbarn.com/en 
www.facebook.com/4dbarn/ 
Twitter: @4d_barn 
Instagram: @4dbarn 
Youtube: 4dbarn 
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